
TPSD Introduces CHAMPS Behavior Model
TUPELO, Miss. — An integral component to classroom success is proper behavior, and to 
assist teachers in increasing academic achievement the Tupelo Public School District is 
integrating CHAMPS in its Pre-K through 5th-grade classrooms.

This highly-successful model focuses on preventing misbehavior, while encouraging responsible 
behavior through a viable classroom management plan that is proactive, positive and 
instructional.

“We want our teachers to build positive relationships with our students,” said Paige Tidwell, who 
oversees the CHAMPS initiative for the district and assists with training all teachers. “We want 
to make the average student feel above average and want to give our teachers practical tools 
they can use to increase student engagement and promote positive behavior.”

This innovative approach is based on five principles known as STOIC — Structure, Teach, 
Observe, Interact and Correct.

For classrooms to have success, there has to be structure. Then you have to teach behavioral 
expectations to students. Once that’s achieved, teachers then observe student behavior and 
interact positively with students. And finally, they correct misbehavior in a brief, calm and 
consistent manner. 

“You’re looking for a 3:1 ratio,” Tidwell said. “By that, I mean for every correction there needs to 
be three positives.”

A management plan will be in place for every classroom and personalized depending on the 
activity.  And that’s where the CHAMPS acronym comes into place.

First, there’s Conversation. This is where expectations are outlined. Can students talk to each 
other during an activity? And within that conversation, there’s voice levels defined by 
predetermined hand signals.

Next is Help. How can students get their questions answered during the activity.

Then there is the Activity, where the students need to understand the task and objective at 
hand.

Fourth, there is Participation. Are students on-task, working to the best of their ability and 
focused and engaged?

If all these levels are done properly, you get success with a completed task.

“It starts in the classroom, but CHAMPS isn’t limited to the classroom,” Tidwell said. “You can 
use the same approach in hallways, bathrooms, playground, cafeteria and on the buses. It’s a 
carryover. Expectations must be set for all areas of the school. For the past several years, 
schools have had the expectations for the common areas posted. We will be taking an inventory 
to determine if any gaps exist.”

Like any new model, there is training. But Tidwell is quick to point out the goal is to not 
overwhelm teachers by having them implement all phases at once.



“We want to take it slow and give them the time and training to implement this correctly,” she 
said. “We want to make sure we do this in the right way and not overwhelm everyone. We will all 
learn and grow together. The teachers have been receptive and positive. And that’s what it will 
take to make CHAMPS successful for our district.” 
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